The first multimessenger observation of a binary neutron star (BNS) merger in August 2017 demonstrated the huge scientific potential of these extraordinary events. This breaktrough led to a number of discoveries, including the proof that BNS mergers can launch short gamma-ray burst (SGRB) jets and are responsible for a copious production of heavy r-process elements. On the other hand, the details of the merger and post-merger dynamics remain only poorly constrained, leaving behind important open questions. Numerical relativity simulations are a powerful tool to unveil the physical processes at work in a BNS merger and as such they offer the best chance to improve our ability to interpret the corresponding gravitational wave (GW) and electromagnetic emission. Here, we review the current theoretical investigation on BNS mergers based on general relativistic magnetohydrodynamics simulations, paying special attention to the magnetic field as a crucial ingredient. First, we discuss the evolution, amplification, and emerging structure of magnetic fields in BNS mergers. Then, we consider their impact on various critical aspects: (i) jet formation and the connection with SGRBs, (ii) matter ejection, r-process nucleosynthesis, and radiocatively-powered kilonova transients, and (iii) post-merger GW emission.
star (BNS) mergers are among the most promising sources of gravitational waves (GWs) and, at the same time, they are responsible for a variety of electromagnetic (EM) signals covering the whole spectrum. The extremely rich and complementary information from these different channels offers a unique opportunity to shed light on the unknown behaviour of matter at supranuclear densities, encoded in the NS equation of state (EOS), the formation channels of compact binary systems across cosmic time, the origin of heavy elements in the Universe, and much more (e.g., [32, 10] and refs. therein).
Besides their strong GW emission, BNS mergers have long been considered the leading scenario to explain the phenomenology of short gammaray bursts (SGRBs) [90, 30, 86, 12, 36, 41, 15] . However, while the association of long-duration GRBs with core-collapse supernovae has been firmly established thanks a number of combined detections collected over the last two decades (the first case being SN 1998bw [38] ), the BNS merger origin of SGRBs has remained only hypothetical until the recent GW detections started to offer a solid chance of proving it. Furthermore, BNS mergers represent an ideal site for r-process nucleosynthesis, which is responsible for the production of heavy elements [130, 30, 81] . The radioactive decay of these elements is expected to produce a potentially observable "kilonova" optical/infrared transient [68, 105, 77] that could accompany the GW signal from the merger and thus reveal the presence of newlysynthesized heavy elements. A candidate kilonova signature was already identified in the afterglow of GRB 130603B [133, 16] . Nevetheless, the evidence was not strong enough to establish a solid link among kilonovae, SGRBs, and compact binary mergers.
The first multimessenger observation of a BNS merger in August 2017 allowed us to confirm all of the above expectations. This represented not only the first detection of a GW signal from such a system [3] , but also the first combined detection of GW and EM signals from the same source [4] . The analysis of the GW emission during the last orbits of inspiral up to merger allowed us to place new constraints on the NS EOS [5, 59] and to estimate the luminosity distance of event. The latter estimate, combined with the redshift inferred from the host galaxy via EM observations, led to the first GW-based measurement of the Hubble constant [1] . The association with the SGRB named GRB 170817A [2, 46, 113] proved that BNS mergers can produce SGRBs [2, 46, 113, 135, 74, 48, 6, 84, 67, 73, 7, 83, 42] . Moreover, this was the first SGRB to be observed off-axis by 15 • −30 • , which represented a unique opportunity to study the angular structure of the corresponding jet (e.g., [83, 42] ). Finally, the optical/infrared signal AT 2017gfo, that was crucial to pinpoint the host Galaxy, was clearly identified via photometric and spectroscopic analysis as a radioactively-powered kilonova, demonstrating the presence of r-process nucleosynthesis and the production of heavy elements in BNS mergers (e.g., [9, 26, 97, 129, 56] ; see also, e.g., [50, 76, 122] for recent reviews).
This was certainly a breakthrough discovery, but a number of open questions remain, in part due to the poorly constrained post-merger dynamics. The collected information suggests that the merger resulted in the formation of a metastable massive NS, which eventually collapsed into a back hole (BH). However, it was not possible to establish how long the metastable remnant was able to survive. As a consequence, the SGRB could have been powered before the collapse, implying a massive NS central engine [138, 39, 79] , or after the collapse, which would instead point to an accreting BH as the power source [30, 86, 82] (see, e.g., [19] for a recent review). A second open question of particular interest is about the origin and physical properties of the ejected material that was responsible for the kilonova. In order to match the observations, different combinations of ejecta components have been proposed, but the final answer is still matter of debate (e.g., [94, 80, 60, 87] ).
Numerical relativity simulations represent the leading approach to unravel the physical mechanisms at play during a BNS merger and how the accompanying GW and EM emission depend on the properties of the source (including, e.g., the NS EOS). As such, these type of simulations can also shed light on SGRB central engines and the conditions for r-process nucleosynthesis and the production of a kilonova signal. In this context, dramatic progress has been achieved since the first BNS merger simulations in full general relativity [121] , with the progressive inclusion of fundamental physical ingredients such as magnetic fields (e.g., [8, 70, 43, 44, 104, 91, 64, 62, 31, 109, 61, 21, 22] ) or composition dependent nuclear physics EOS and neutrino radiation (e.g., [114, 88, 115, 57, 102, 35, 85] ).
In this review, we focus the attention on the pivotal role of magnetic fields in BNS mergers, as revealed by more than a decade of general relativistic magnetohydrodynamics (GRMHD) simulations. First, we discuss the magnetic field of BNS systems and how it evolves during the merger process, its amplification and developing geometrical structure, and the impact on the properties of the (meta)stable massive NS remnant and surrounding environment (Section 2). Next, we consider the connection with SGRBs, with special attention to the most recent results on both the accreting BH and the massive NS central engine scenarios, also in relation to the crucial case of GRB 170817A (Section 3). In the following Section, we turn to discuss the different channels of matter ejection and in particular how the properties of the corresponding ejecta components and the associated kilonova emission are influenced by magnetic fields (Section 4). In the same Section, we also consider different interpretations of the kilonova of August 2017. Finally, we examine the potential impact of magnetic fields on the GW emission during the different merger phases (Section 5) and devote the last Section to draw our conclusions (Section 6).
Magnetic field amplification and emerging structure
The present Section introduces the main features of the magnetic field structure and evolution in a BNS merger, as well as the impact of a strong magnetic field on the basic properties of the resulting massive NS remnant.
The challenge of small-scale amplification
Based on the observation of known BNS systems, the typical range of magnetic field strengths characterizing the two NSs before merger is 10 10 −10 12 G (e.g., [71] ). 1 These values refer to the dipolar field at the NS surface, while the interior field could be stronger by one order of magnitude or more (e.g., [103] ). Such magnetization levels are considerable, but still insufficient to have any relevant effect on the merger and post-merger dynamics. However, the merger process itself is responsible for a strong magnetic field amplification up to levels that are dynamically important. Magnetic energies of up to 10 50 −10 51 erg and maximum field strengths 10 16 G can be achieved, making these systems the strongest magnets known in the Universe.
Magnetic field amplification occurs via a number of distinct mechanisms. As we discuss below, these include in particular the Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instability (e.g., [100, 62] ) and the magnetorotational instability (MRI; e.g., [11, 29, 125] ), which dominate during and after merger, respectively, and act on small scales that can be extremely challenging to properly resolve with current computational resources (e.g., [63] ).
A certain degree of amplification may already occur prior to merger, even though a clear identification of the possible mechanism and its effects is still missing. This issue is addressed, e.g., in [21] , where the authors consider a variety of BNS merger models and observe an amplification by up to almost one order of magnitude in magnetic energy over the last one to few orbits. Having ruled out a number of physical and numerical causes, they propose that the time-changing tidal deformations during inspiral, which induce fluid flows inside the two NSs, might be responsible for the observed amplification [21] . Nevetheless, further investigation is necessary for a solid assessment.
When the two NSs come into contact, the KH instability develops in the shear layer separating the two NS cores (Fig. 1a ). The toroidal component of the magnetic field, dragged along with the vorticous fluid motion, gets amplified by orders of magnitude reaching maximum field strengths up to 10 15 −10 17 G (e.g., [100, 62] ). BNS merger simulations have shown that, irrespective of the initial field strength, magnetic energies of 10 50 erg can be reached in the few ms time window in which the KH instability is active [62, 63] . At the same time, the most recent studies confirmed that even the highest resolution employed so far (∼ 12.5 m), with computational costs that are prohibitive for most numerical relativity groups, is still not enough to fully resolve the KH instability in BNS mergers [63] . This represents an important caveat for all current GRMHD simulations of such systems.
In order to account for the very high magnetizations expected in the postmerger phase despite the computational limitations, different approaches have been considered. The simplest one consists of imposing initial (pre-merger) magnetic field strengths of ∼ 10 14 − 10 16 G, i.e. orders of magnitude higher than what suggested by the observations (e.g, [64, 109, 21, 22] ). This allows to study the post-merger dynamics under the influence of strong magnetic fields, but the MHD evolution, at least in the first few tens of ms after merger, cannot be considered quantitatively reliable. The alternative is to adopt an effective treatment of the small-scale amplification that cannot be resolved. In this context, subgrid models have been proposed (e.g., [92, 45] ) where a modified induction equation accounts for the unresolved amplification via terms that depend on the fluid vorticity. Besides the assumption that vorticity directly relates to the small-scale dynamo, this method relies on closure scheme coefficients that need to be calibrated via very high resolution MHD simulations. A different possibility, currently under development and not yet applied to BNS mergers, is to perform explicit large-eddy MHD simulations, based on a more rigorous separation of the resolved and unresolved scales in combination with a subgrid model to be applied to the unresolved part [18] . Finally, a further option that has been considered is to evolve the viscous hydrodynamics equations in substitution of the MHD equations [118, 101, 37] , with the aim of capturing small-scale MHD effects while leaving aside any role of magnetic fields at larger scales. Also in this case, the approach depends on one or more parameters to be calibrated via very high resolution MHD simulations. Once a stable or metastable massive NS remnant has formed from the fusion of the two original NSs, KH instability is gradually substituted by other amplification mechanisms driven by the strong differential rotation of the new object, i.e. magnetic winding and the MRI. Magnetic winding arise from the fact that rotation is not uniform along poloidal magnetic field lines, resulting in a linear amplification of the toroidal field. The MRI is instead associated with exponentially growing modes, with a much higher potential to amplify the field (e.g., [11, 29, 125] ). The fastest growing mode of the MRI has a characteristic wavelength that scales with the magnetic field strength, i.e. λ MRI ∼ 2πB/Ω √ 4πρ, where B, Ω, and ρ are the local field strength, angular velocity, and rest-mass density. As a consequence, the strongest is the magnetic field, the better the MRI can be resolved with a given resolution. Recent GRMHD BNS merger simulations starting with pre-merger magnetic field strengths as high as 10 15 − 10 16 G and following the NS remnant evolution for ≈ 100−250 ms [22, 20] showed that, for the adopted resolution, already at 30−40 ms after merger the MRI is well resolved everywhere in the system except for the central region (cylindrical radius 10 km) where the differential rotation profile has a positive angular velocity gradient and thus the MRI is anyways not expected to operate (see discussion in [22] and Section 2.3). Hence, while the previous MHD evolution is heavily underresolved (in particular the KH phase), the following one should be, at least qualitatively, reliable. Simulations like these cannot provide a solid quantitative link between the pre-merger system properties and the final outcome of the merger, but they can still be very useful to investigate the main features of strongly magnetized NS remnants [22, 20] .
One important aspect revealed by GRMHD simulations with a long enough post-merger evolution is the fact that magnetic field amplification is characterized by a physical saturation around magnetic energies of 10 50 − 10 51 erg (e.g., [63, 22, 20] ; see Fig. 1b ). This suggests that the maximum magnetic energy attainable in a BNS merger is limited to no more than a few times 10 51 erg.
For metastable NS remnants, the MHD evolution and magnetic field amplification discussed above only hold as long as the remnant itself survives the collapse to a BH. When the collapse occurs, however, magnetic fields can be further amplified in the magnetized accretion disk around the BH, with the MRI maintaining the role of dominant amplification mechanism (e.g., [128] ).
Geometrical structure of the field
Current GRMHD simulations of BNS merger employ initial (pre-merger) magnetic field configurations that are superimposed by hand on a purely hydrodynamical solution for the BNS system under consideration (at the chosen initial separation, typically ∼ 50 km). This common approach is justified by the fact that even for the highest magnetizations considered (of order 10 16 G), magnetic fields represent only a small perturbation of the structure of the two NSs composing the binary.
Moreover, for simplicity, the initial magnetic field is in most (if not all) cases purely poloidal and dipolar. A more realistic configuration should also include an internal toroidal component of strength at least comparable to the poloidal one, as in the case of twisted-torus geometries (e.g., [23] ), and might have a relevant contribution from higher multiples or significant deviations from axisymmetry. Nonetheless, the effects of employing a more general variety of initial magnetic field geometries remain to be investigated.
An additional choice common to most magnetized BNS merger simulations is to impose that the magnetic field is initially confined to the NS interiors. This allows to avoid numerical issues that would arise in the very low density medium outside the two NSs, where the adopted ideal MHD assumption is not viable. Different authors attempted to overcome this limitation by introducing a force-free treatment to be employed at very low densities (i.e., outside the two NSs) and continuously matched to the ordinary ideal MHD treatment of denser regions, either via an effective scheme mimicking the force-free condition (e.g., [109] ) or via a resistive GRMHD implementation with a chosen prescription for the electrical conductivity (e.g., [91, 99] ). Based on the above approches, a number of simulations have been performed with initial dipolar fields extending outside the two NSs, allowing to study the interaction of the NS magnetospheres prior to merger and possible precursor EM signals (e.g., [91, 99] ) or the effects of extended per-merger dipolar fields on the formation of incipient jets (e.g., [109] ).
The merger process has a major impact on the magnetic field configuration that characterizes the massive (stable or metastable) NS remnant. A strong toroidal component is always produced, in particular on the equatorial region, due to the KH instability, magnetic winding, and the MRI. Within a few tens of ms after merger, MHD turbulence redistributes the magnetic energy, leading to comparable toroidal and poloidal field strengths. In the inner equatorial region, toroidal fields remain dominant ( Fig. 2) .
Prior to the eventual collapse of the massive NS remnant (if any), the strong differential rotation of the latter would tend to channel the magnetic field lines towards a nearly axisymmetric helical geometry aligned with the spin axis, which would then represent a favourable condition to accelerate a collimated outflow and possibly an incipient SGRB jet (e.g., [119, 65, 126, 20] ; see Section 3.2). However, the emergence of such a structure requires a certain amount of time, which depends on the interplay with the opposing baryon-loaded environment surrounding the bulk of the NS remnant [20] . If no extended helical structure has formed along the remnant spin axis by the time differential rotation in the core has been removed (typically a few hundreds of ms), it will either take a much longer time or not be able to form at all [20] . Therefore, there is no guarantee that a well defined helical geometry is present when a metastable NS remnant collapses to a BH, even for a rather longlived remnant [21, 22, 20] . On the other hand, stable NS remnants have time to evolve on the long term ( 1 s) towards a uniformly rotating and strongly magnetized object that may end up having a significant (if not dominant) global dipolar magnetic field of magnetar-like field strength [22, 20] .
After a metastable NS remnant has collapsed to a BH, the material that is still bound to the system and not immediately swallowed by the BH forms Magnetic field structure at 20, 60, and 93 ms after a BNS merger (from [22] ). As a scale reference, a cyan sphere of 10 km radius is placed at the remnant center of mass.
a thick torus-shaped accretion disk. Along the spin axis, where the centrifugal support is lacking, most of the material in the vicinity of the BH (up to ∼ 200 km [21] ) is rapidly accreted, creating a funnel of much lower density and half-opening angle of ∼ 30 • (e.g., [104, 61] ).
In terms of magnetic field configuration, the disk is characterized by MHD turbulence and by a mixed toroidal-poloidal field, where the toroidal component remains generally dominant (e.g., [128] ). At the inner disk-funnel interface, a twister-like structure is produced [61] . Finally, inside the funnel, the inflow of material initially stretches the magnetic field lines along the radial direction [104] . Then, the same field lines are gradually wound-up under the influence of the differentially rotating accretion disk, building up a helical structure along the spin axis characterized by an increasing magnetic pressure gradient opposing to the gravitational pull. Depending on the initial poloidal magnetic field strength in the funnel, the inflow along the axis may eventually be halted and converted into outflowing motion (the very beginning of an incipient jet [109] ; see Section 3.1).
Magnetized neutron star remnants
Shortly after merger, the structure of a massive NS remnant is characterized by a spheroidal central core continuously attached to a torus-shaped outer envelope (see Fig. 3a , top panel). In the literature, such a structure is often referred to as a massive NS surrounded by an "accretion disk". It should be noted, however, that this is not an accreting system in the same sense as the accretion disk around a BH or the one around a NS in a low-mass X-ray binary. Here, the system is composed by a single expanded object in which the [22] ). In addition to the color-coded rest-mass density, three isodensity contours are shown that contain 92% (blue), 93% (red), and 98% (yellow, only visible in the top panel) of the total baryon mass. Right (b): Rotation profile evolution in the equatorial plane for the same model (from [22] ).
centrifugal support is gradually removed from the central region (see below) and, as a consequence, part of the mass tends to migrate inwards.
As discussed in a number of studies (e.g., [120, 58, 31, 57, 49] ), the early rotation profile shows a slower spinning central region and a faster spinning outer layer, reaching the maximum angular velocity at cylindrical radii around 10−15 km (see Fig. 3b ). At larger distances, the profile declines reproducing a nearly Keplerian behaviour, indicating that the outer part of the remnant is centrifugally supported. The time evolution exhibits a rapid consumption of the differential rotation in the bulk of the NS remnant due to the effective shear viscosity, with the maximum angular velocity descreasing and the central angular velocity slightly increasing (Fig. 3b ). Within a few hundreds of ms, uniform rotation is established in the remnant core, while a nearly Keplerian profile persists at larger distances (e.g., [20] ). To compensate for the associated inward transport of angular momentum, the outer part of the remnant is expected to expand towards larger cylindrical radii.
In parallel to the effects of angular momentum redistribution, the development of turbulence results in an effective pressure that pushes outwards material from the outer layers of the remnant, polluting the surrounding environment.
While the above general picture holds even in absence of magnetic fields, the latter can have a substantial impact on the NS remnant evolution. As discussed in Section 2.1, differential rotation and turbulent fluid motions amplify the magnetic field until it becomes dynamically important. The corresponding build-up of magnetic pressure strongly enhances the outward push on the outer layers of the NS remnant, resulting in a mass outflow rate a factor of few to several higher (e.g., [21, 22] ). In this phase, the NS remnant is effectively expanding (see, e.g., the red isodensity contour in Fig. 3a ), turning most of the differential rotation energy being consumed into a positive binding energy variation and heat, while only a relatively small fraction ( 1%) turns into kinetic energy of the expanding material (see discussion in [22] ).
Since the magnetic field structure shortly after merger is rather disordered, the induced mass outflow from the outer layers of the NS remnant is, at least at early times, nearly isotropic [126] . As a consequence, the remnant gradually recovers a more isotropic density distribution (Fig. 3a, bottom panel) . Within a few to several tens of ms, the system consists of a central NS core surrounded by a cloud of material extending up to hundreds of km in all directions and characterized by a slow and continuous outflow (e.g., [22] ). Pushed to larger and larger distances, part of this material can eventually become unbound and turn into a slow and potentially massive ejecta component (see Section 4) .
As the evolution continues and as long as no collapse to a BH occurs, the above nearly isotropic condition could be altered by the gradual development of an ordered helical magnetic field structure along the spin axis, which would start accelerating the material in such direction. However, as discussed in Sections 2.2 and 3.2, this behaviour may only apply to a limited fraction of BNS mergers [20] .
Jet formation and short gamma-ray bursts
The first multimessenger observation of a BNS merger in August 2017, coincident with the SGRB named GRB 170817A, provided the long awaited smoking gun evidence that these systems can produce SGRBs [2, 46, 113, 135, 74, 48, 6, 84, 67, 73, 7, 83, 42] . The analysis of the prompt gamma-ray signal of GRB 170817A and the following multiwavelength afterglow radiation monitored for several months in the X-ray, optical/IR, and radio bands allowed to establish that a relativistic jet was launched by the merger remnant ( [83, 42] and refs. therein), in full agreement with the consolidated GRB paradigm (e.g., [98, 66] ). Moreover, this GRB was observed off-axis by 15 • − 30 • and the observed prompt gamma-ray emission, orders of magnitude less energetic than any other known SGRB, was not produced by the narrow and highly relativistic jet core pointing away from us (half-opening angle 5 • and Lorentz factor Γ 10−100), but rather by a mildly relativistic outflow along the line of sight (e.g., [2, 67, 83, 42] ). 2 The on-axis observer, on the other hand, would have found the properties of GRB 170817A consistent with the known population of SGRBs (e.g., [112] ).
This extraordinary SGRB allowed us to gain crucial insights on the ultimate angular structure of the escaping jet and its propagation across the interstellar medium. Nevertheless, the obtained constraints on the jet launching mechanism and the properties of central engine are very limited. In particular, the jet was launched in a time window between the merger and ≈ 1.74 s later, which corresponds to the onset of the observed gamma-ray emission [2] , but there is no compelling evidence on whether the BNS merger remnant, most like a metastable massive NS, collapsed to a BH within such time window or later. As a consequence, both an accreting BH [30, 86, 82] and a massive NS [138, 39, 79] represent viable central engines for GRB 170817A.
The nature of the central engine of SGRBs and the associated jet launching mechanism represent a long-standing open problem (see, e.g., [19] for a recent review). BNS merger simulations in full general relativity offer a unique chance to study in detail the process of jet formation and to explore the different physical scenarios and, even though the final answers are still ahead of us, great progress has been made in this direction over the last decade. So far, most of this effort has been devoted to the case of a BH central engine [104, 64, 109, 61, 111] , but the massive NS alternative has also recently started to receive a growing attention [21, 22, 20] . In the following, we discuss the two cases separately. [30, 86, 82] ). Moreover, such a system is characterized by an almost baryon free environment along the spin axis, at least within distances of a few hundred km, which represents a very favourable condition for producing a jet able to reach the required terminal Lorentz factor of Γ 10−100. 3 In terms of jet production, two main power sources have been proposed: neutrino-antineutrino annihilation near the poles of the BH (e.g., [30, 108] ) and energy extraction via strong magnetic fields (e.g., [17] ). While the results of recent simulations suggest that a neutrino-powered jet would not be powerful enough to explain a SGRB (e.g., [54, 96] ), the idea that magnetic fields are the dominant driver remains viable and is currently favoured. The most discussed mechanism within the latter paradigm is the Blandford-Znajek (BZ) one [17] , in which a spinning BH threaded by a strong magnetic field connected to the accretion disk can generate a Poynting-flux dominated outflow with power as high as [134] L BZ ∼ 10 52 χ 0.5 A number of GRMHD simulations of BNS mergers addressed the problem of jet formation within the accreting BH central engine scenario (e.g., [104, 64, 28, 61, 109, 111] ). These simulations confirmed the creation of a low density funnel along the BH spin axis of half-opening angle in the range 20 • − 50 • and provided hints of an emerging magnetic field structure that could favour the formation of a SGRB jet. While no relativistic jet has been reported so far, the simulations presented in [109] were the first to show the emergence of an outflow along the BH spin axis (Fig. 4) , following an analogous result obtained for NS-BH mergers [93] . For the cases discussed in [109] , the material in the funnel starts to acquire an outflowing velocity a few tens of ms after the collapse, when the magnetic-to-fluid energy density ratio inside the funnel has grown well above unity. The maximum Lorentz factor reported is Γ 1.25, but the authors argue that terminal values up to ∼ 100 can in principle be achieved.
Accreting black hole central engine
Even though a demonstration that a SGRB jet can actually be produced in this context is still missing, results like the ones obtained in [109] further reinforce the idea that the accreting BH scenario is a very promising possibility.
Massive neutron star central engine
A stable or metastable NS formed as the result of a BNS merger has a rotational energy of 10 53 erg and such a large energy reservoir, if efficiently channeled via the magnetic field, could in principle power a jet with properties consistent with a SGRB (e.g., [138, 39, 79] ). Indications that may favour this scenario come from the soft X-ray plateau features observed by Swift [40] in a large fraction of SGRB events ( 50%), following the prompt gammaray emission and lasting from minutes to hours (e.g., [107, 106, 72] ). The rather shallow decay of these signals appears inconsistent with the steeper lightcurves characterizing jet afterglows and suggests instead a persistent energy injection from a central source. While this emission may be difficult to explain in terms of a BH central engine, it could be naturally explained in presence of a longlived magnetized NS (e.g., [107, 106, 137, 72, 78, 123, 124] ; but see also [24, 19, 89] and refs. therein). The absence of a BH, on the other hand, could make the production of a relativistic outflow much more challenging. In particular, a main concern is that emergence of an incipient jet could be hampered by the much higher level of baryon pollution expected in this case along the remnant spin axis (e.g., [22] ).
GRMHD simulations based on idealized models of a differentially rotating massive NS (aimed at mimicking the outcome of a BNS merger) showed that an extended dipolar magnetic field aligned with the NS spin axis, in combination with the NS differential rotation, would produce a collimated outflow [119, 65, 126, 110] . The outward acceleration along the axis is the result of the growth of magnetic pressure associated with the winding up of the poloidal field lines, which acquire a helical structure. This result is obtained even with relatively low dipolar field strengths (∼ 10 13 G). The corresponding Poyntingflux luminosity scales with the square of the dipolar field strength and the luminosity of SGRBs can in principle be reproduced with ∼ 10 15 −10 16 G [119, 65, 126] .
The above findings, however, cannot be directly applied to a BNS merger because of two main limitations. First, an extended dipolar field is added by hand, while in actual BNS mergers the rather disordered initial magnetic field geometry of a NS remnant could take a very long time to acquire a large-scale helical structure along the spin axis (see Section 2.2), which is a necessary condition to produce a collimated outflow [126] . Second, these simulations completely neglect the influence of the dense environment surrounding the bulk of the NS remnant (see Section 2.3), which opposes the emergence of a collimated outflow and may hamper it. As a consequence, while those simulations illustrate a potential jet launching mechanism, they cannot predict whether such a mechanism would be successful in more realistic conditions.
Most recently, a GRMHD BNS simulation with a long-lived NS remnant extending up to ≈ 250 ms after merger (the longest to date) was presented in [20] and, for the first time in a full merger simulation, the emergence of a magnetically-driven collimated outflow was reported (Fig. 5) . The simulation was long enough to show the early development of the collimated outflow (≈ 100 ms after merger), its breaking out of the isotropic baryon-loaded environment around the NS remnant, and its gradual extinction. This allowed for a detailed analysis, establishing that (i) the energy reservoir powering the outflow is given by differential rotation within the core of the NS remnant, as revealed by the evolution of outflow energy, rotational energy, and equatorial angular velocity profile, and (ii) the gradual development of a helical magnetic field structure along the remnant spin axis, sustained by differential rotation, Fig. 5 Magnetic field structure 150 and 200 ms after a BNS merger, with color-coded magnetic field strength (adapted from [20] ). The vertical scale covers ±2700 km along the remnant spin axis. Several semi-transperent isodensity surfaces are also shown for rest-mass densities between 6×10 6 and 4×10 9 g/cm 3 (from light grey to red).
is what provides the main acceleration. The above elements match the basic properties of the magnetorotational launching mechanism illustrated earlier in simulations of idealized differentially rotating NSs [119, 65, 126, 110] . With this new result, we can conclude that a similar mechanism can actually operate in the context of BNS mergers.
Besides demonstrating that the emergence of a collimated outflow from a massive NS remnant is possible, the results of [20] also showed that such an outcome is not guaranteed for any highly magnetized NS remnant. Indeed, in a second simulation with a different initial magnetization, the production of a collimated outflow is hampered by the baryon-polluted environment surrounding the bulk of the NS remnant. This shows the critical role of the slow and nearly isotropic matter outflow characterizing magnetized NS remnants (see also Section 2.3). Since the level of baryon-pollution around a NS remnant is also determined by the details of magnetic field amplification, it is not straightforward to predict whether a higher initial magnetization would always make the production of a collimated outflow easier.
In order to support a scenario in which a SGRB jet is launched by a NS remnant rather than a BH, the collimated outflow found by [20] would have to be able to evolve into a jet with specific properties, including a high enough jet core energy, collimation, and terminal Lorentz factor. On the contrary, the outflow properties are found largely inconsistent with what inferred for the jet of GRB 170817A or any other known SGRB. While reconciling the total outflow energy and its collimation with the required values is challenging, but still conceivable, accelerating the outflow to Lorentz factors Γ 10 is virtually impossible, as the outflow results at least three orders of magnitude too heavy to make this outcome attainable. In conclusion, for the case at hand, even if the NS remnant is able to produce a collimated outflow via the magnetorotational mechanism discussed above, it still has no chance to power a SGRB jet.
The results of [20] offer a rather strong case against the massive NS central engine scenario, pointing instead in favour of a BH origin for GRB 170817A and SGRB in general. We stress, however, that such conclusion will have to be confirmed by exploring a larger variety of physical conditions (e.g., by including neutrino radiation and/or considering different EOS and mass ratios).
Mass ejection and kilonovae
BNS mergers are accompanied by a substantial mass ejection via different mechanisms, resulting in ejecta components with different dynamical properties and composition. For some of these ejecta components, the presence of magnetic fields can have a major impact on the outcome.
The merger process itself is responsible for the so-called dynamical ejecta, including tidal and shock-driven ejecta. The former is induced by tidal forces during the last orbit before merger and the corresponding mass outflow is confined to the equatorial region. The latter is the result of the shock produced when the two NS cores crush into each other and of further shocks associated with the first, most violent oscillations of the merged object. In this case, the mass outflow is in all directions, although the contribution at large polar angles typically dominates over the contribution along the orbital axis. In both cases, the escaping velocity can be as high as ∼ 0.3 c, while the total ejected mass is typically in the range ∼ 10 −3 −10 −2 M (e.g., [52, 13, 102, 115] ). The relative contribution of the two components depends on the binary total mass and mass ratio: higher total mass and mass ratio closer to unity tend to favour the shock-driven ejecta. For dynamical ejecta, magnetic field effects are typically negligible.
Once the stable or metastable massive NS remnant has formed, material from the outer layers is pushed outwards by the growing pressure, which is enhanced by the increasing temperature, magnetic field amplification, (magneto)hydrodynamic turbulence, and neutrino heating (see also Section 2.3). This results in a nearly isotropic outflow of matter, part of which can eventually become unbound and thus contribute to the merger ejecta (e.g., [21] ). This outflow is typically rather slow close to the remnant (< 0.1 c), but the ultimate velocity of the escaping material can be larger (see below).
The presence of neutrino heating in the outer layers of the NS remnant can significantly enhance mass ejection in this phase (e.g., [27, 95, 75] ). However, for the typical magnetizations expected after merger (E mag ∼ 10 50 −10 51 erg; see Section 2.1), the main driver of mass ejecton might be the magnetic field. For sufficiently long-lived NS remnants, the strong radial gradients of magnetic pressure and MHD turbulence can lead to cumulative mass outflows at 300 km from the remnant as large as ∼ 0.1 M [21, 22] . Even considering that only a fraction of this material is eventually becoming unbound, the total mass in this ejecta component may be comparable of even larger than the contribution from dynamical ejecta. As found in [20] , if an ordered helical magnetic field structure is able to develop along the spin axis (see Sections 3.2), mass ejection from the NS remnant will be dominated by a more collimated outflow component, mostly contained within an half-opening angle of ≈ 15 • from the axis. In this case, the average radial velocity of the material can become as large as ∼ 0.2 c (Fig. 6) . As a note of caution, the fraction of BNS mergers resulting in such a collimated outflow is unknown and when this is not the case, the typical outflow velocities at large distance are more likely to remain limited to ∼ 0.1 c [20] . We also note that the above indications are based on simulations that do not include neutrino radiation, nor the possibility of nuclear recombination. The latter effects, if dynamically relevant, could further increase the fraction of material that eventually becomes unbound as well as the final escaping velocity.
After the eventual collapse to a BH (if any), the hot and thick accretion disk is responsible for additional mass ejection (e.g, [33, 53, 127, 128, 34, 37] ). The MHD turbulence in the disk and neutrino heating contribute to launch a slow and persistent matter outflow, which can in the long term (i.e. on viscous timescales) unbind up to ∼ 40% of the disk mass, corresponding to ∼ 0.01 − 0.1 M (e.g, [127, 128, 34] ). In terms of mass, this ejecta component likely represents the dominant one in most BNS mergers. Also in this case, the presence of magnetic fields can significantly affect the amount of ejecta. Recent simulations showed that the ejection of mass can increase by a factor of ∼ 2 compared to nonmagnetized cases (e.g, [34] ). Mass ejection from the accretion disk is highly isotropic and the typical asymptotic escape velocity is ∼ 0.1 c.
AT 2017gfo: the kilonova of August 2017
Along with the first GW signal from a BNS merger and the association with a SGRB and the accompanying multiwavelength afterglows, the multimessenger discovery of August 2017 also led to the identification of an optical/infrared signal fully consistent with a so-called "kilonova", a thermal transient powered by the radioactive decay of heavy nuclei synthesized via r-process nucleosynthesis within the material ejected by the merger (e.g., [76] and refs. therein).
After a BNS merger, the composition and thermodynamical history of each fluid element within the ejected material determines how far the r-process nucleosynthesis can advance in producing heavier and heavier elements (e.g., [69] ). In turn, the nucleosynthesis products determine the opacity of the material as well as the radioactive heating that will ultimately power the kilonova. The electron fraction Y e of a fluid element is a crucial parameter. Neutronrich material (Y e 0.25) can synthesize up very heavy (i.e. third-peak) rprocess elements, including the group of lanthanides, and the resulting opacity of ∼ 10 cm 2 /g is much higher than that of iron-group elements [55, 132] . Neutron-poor ejecta (Y e 0.25), on the other hand, only produce elements up to atomic mass numbers A 140 (i.e. up to light, second-peak r-process nuclei), which keeps the opacity lower (∼ 0.1−1 cm 2 /g).
Assuming a single, uniform, and isotropic ejecta component, its mass, characteristic velocity, and opacity are the fundamental parameters to establish the peak time and peak luminosity of the resulting kilonova transient, as well as the corresponding effective temperature (e.g., [47] ). A real kilonova, however, can be the result of a complex combination of ejecta components with diverse composition and geometrical distribution, where the velocity and opacity may also have a significant dependence on the polar angle. Moreover, the opacity is in general wavelength-dependent and a function of temperature, implying that it can also vary in time. Besides the intrinsic complexity of the problem and the uncertainties on various microphysical parameters (opacities, heating rates, thermalization efficiencies, and more), current models are also limited by the fact that proper radiation transport simulations are too computationally expensive, forcing the use of approximations (e.g., [76] and refs. therein).
Despite the above difficulties, a number of authors attempted to model the kilonova transient of August 2017, named AT 2017gfo. A first key result, common to the different models, is that a single component with roughly constant and uniform opacity seems to be unable to fit the data. The transient is instead reproduced with at least two distinct components (e.g., [56] ; see also [76] and refs. therein): (i) a fast evolving "blue" component with mass ≈ 1−2×10 −2 M , velocity ≈ 0.2−0.3 c, and relatively low opacity of ≈ 0.5 cm 2 /g (suggesting lanthanide-free material, with Y e 0.25), peaking at ∼ 1 day after merger, and (ii) a lanthanide-rich "red" component with mass ≈ 4−6×10 −2 M , velocity ≈ 0.1 c, and a much higher opacity of ∼ 10 cm 2 /g, emerging on a longer timescale of ∼ 1 week. Models with three components have also been proposed (e.g., [94, 136] ).
The association of the blue and red kilonova components with specific types of merger ejecta is not obvious and different interpretations exist. The red component appears too massive and too slow to be explained via dynamical ejecta, while various authors showed that baryon-loaded winds launched by the accretion disk after BH formation represent a viable explanation (e.g., [127] ). Mass ejection from the NS remnant (i.e. prior to collapse) would instead hardly match the lanthanide-rich requirement. The copious neutrino radiation passing through this material is indeed expected to significantly raise its electron fraction, strongly limiting the production of lanthanides and leading to a blue type of kilonova (e.g., [95] ). The latter consideration, on the other hand, makes this component a possible candidate to explain the more puzzling blue part of AT 2017gfo, which is at the same time rather fast and rather massive. The presence of strong magnetic fields, enhancing mass ejection and possibly able to accelerate the material up to the required asymptotic velocity (see Fig. 6 ), represents a crucial ingredient to support this interpretation [80] . Among the proposed alternatives, we mention here the model presented in [60] , where mass ejection is mainly attributed to the nearly isotropic outflow from the NS remnant, while the transition from blue to red kilonova and from fast to slow photospheric velocity is explained via the reprocessing of the emitted radiation across the surrounding dynamical ejecta, assuming a specific angular distribution. We also mention a possible explanation of the blue kilonova component based on dynamical mass ejection from the development of spiral arms in the newly formed NS remnant [87] . We refer the reader to [116, 76] and refs. therein for a more comprehensive review of the variety of models present in the literature.
Gravitational wave emission
The GW signal form a BNS merger can be separated into inspiral, merger, and post-merger phases, where the central merger phase refers to a window of a few ms around the time when the two NS cores touch each other or, conventionally, the time of maximum amplitude of the GW signal. Magnetic fields are expected to have negligible effects on the GW emission during the inspiral phase up to merger [43] , but they can be relevant for the post-merger signal. The emission from the stable or metastable massive NS remnant, which is absent in the case of prompt collapse to a BH, is dominated by a single frequency, corresponding to a fundamental l = m = 2 oscillation mode (e.g., [14] ). This characteristic frequency has a strong correlation with the NS EOS (e.g., [14, 51, 131] ) and therefore a secure detection of this part of the GW signal would offer a unique opportunity to improve present constraints on the behaviour of matter at supranuclear densities (e.g., [25] ). Fig. 7 Left (a): Power spectrum of the GW strain assuming 100 Mpc distance for different BNS merger models presented in [21] , compared to the design sensitivity curves of current (Advanced LIGO/Virgo) and planned (Einstein Telescope) gravitational wave detectors. Note that the model labelled "q10 B0" is the nonmagnetized equivalent of the "q10" model. Right (b): Post-merger GW signal for a BNS merger model with varying effective viscosity parameter (adapted from [117] ).
Early after merger, magnetic fields are strongly amplified until they start becoming dynamically relevant (See Section 2.1). This process affects the redistribution of angular momentum and can significantly alter the GW signal. The characteristic frequency can be shifted (typically to lower values; see Fig. 7a ), but such modification is most likely not substantial enough to be observable in realistic cases of post-merger GW signal detections, even for very high magnetizations [21] . The development of MHD turbulence and the resulting effective viscosity, on the other hand, may have a detectable influence on the signal amplitude. Besides accelerating the redistribution of angular momentum, the MHD effective viscosity could indeed considerably damp the NS oscillation modes. As a result, the amplitude of the post-merger signal would be reduced [117] (Fig. 7b ). Nevertheless, whether realistic values of the effective viscosity are sufficient to lead to an appreciable damping is still matter of debate (e.g., [101] ).
Summary and outlook
The multimessenger discovery of August 2017 confirmed the major importance of BNS mergers for astrophysics and fundamental physics. Along with this breakthrough, the long-awaited evidence for the connection with SGRBs has been obtained, as well as the proof that these systems are ideal sites for the nucleosynthesis of heavy r-process elements. Despite the extraordinary step forward, however, there is still a lot to be understood on the merger process and further investigation is necessary before we can establish a firm link between the specific properties of a merging BNS and the corresponding EM and GW emission.
In this review, we reported on the status of theoretical modelling of BNS mergers based on numerical relativity simulations, focussing the attention on the magnetic field as a key ingredient. First, we discussed the evolution and amplification of magnetic fields during and after a BNS merger. Thanks to the substantial progress of GRMHD simulations, there is today a general consensus that a strong amplification up to a physical saturation is most likely to produce magnetization levels that are dynamically important, with effects on the properties of the (meta)stable NS remnant and the surrounding environment. Moreover, recent simulations provided hints of an emerging large-scale magnetic field structure, supporting the idea that a massive NS remnant, as long as no collapse to a BH occurs, could build up a global dipolar magnetic field of magnetar-like strength. On the other hand, present studies are still affected by serious limitations. In particular, the most critical one is that the resolution currently affordable is known to be insufficient to fully capture the dominant magnetic field amplification mechanisms (i.e. the KH instability and the MRI).
The pivotal role of magnetic fields in the production of SGRB jets is now well established, but important doubts remain on the involved physical processes. The most promising scenario is the one based on an accreting BH central engine. GRMHD simulations in this context provided encouraging indications, even though the production of a jet with properties consistent with a SGRB is yet to be demonstrated. Moreover, is not yet clear whether the jet would be launched via the Blandford-Znajek mechanism or by other means. The alternative SGRB scenario in which the central engine is a massive NS remnant appears less favourable, mainly due to the much higher level of baryon pollution opposing the emergence of an incipient jet. Recent simulations of this scenario showed that the production of a collimated magnetically-driven outflow is possible, although not necessarily ubiquitous. Neverhteless, the outflow properties and in particular the very limited terminal Lorentz factor are found largely inconsistent with a SGRB jet. This result points in disfavour of a NS central engine. We caution, however, that a larger variety of physical conditions needs to be explored in order to reach a final conclusion. The issue on the nature of the central engine also relates to the interpretation of soft X-ray emission features accompanying a large fraction of SGRBs, in particular the so-called X-ray plateaus. If the spindown radiation from a long-lived magnetized NS is to be excluded as the source powering X-ray plateaus, an alternative explanation needs to be found that is compatible with an accreting BH central engine.
Another key question left behind by the August 2017 event concerns the ejecta components that originated the KN transient. Magnetic fields certainly represent an important element in this open problem, given their impact on post-merger mass ejection both from the massive NS remnant and, after the eventual collapse to a BH, from the accretion disk. In addition, the rather massive, fast, and lanthanide-poor ejecta component necessary to explain the early "blue" kilonova might be explained in terms of a magnetically-driven outflow from the NS remnant. If confirmed, this would further identify the magnetic field as a crucial ingredient that needs to be included for a proper modelling of kilonovae.
We concluded our review by discussing the influence of magnetic fields on the post-merger GW signal. High magnetization levels can alter the characteristic frequency of the emission, although the corresponding effect is likely not large enough to be directly detectable. On the other hand, the effective viscosity induced by MHD turbulence might significantly reduce the signal amplitude, lowering the prospects of a future detection. Nevertheless, the extent of such amplitude damping remains matter of debate and it is not clear whether this could actually have an impact.
As the prospects of multimessenger BNS merger detections will keep increasing in the coming years, the growing theoretical effort to understand the physics of these systems will become more urgent and, probably, more challenging. At the same time, the progress of models and numerical simulations, aided by the parallel advancement of computational resources, will give us a unique opportunity to exploit the richness of information encoded in the GW and EM signals. In this context, magnetic fields will likely remain an indispensable ingredient for any meaningful model attempting an interpretation of the new observations.
